
Areas and Capacities

Enter a world full of Eastern promise, inspired by the ancient Silk Road where China and Arabia meet. Hutong brings you our contemporary and occasionally fiery Northern Chinese
cuisine, amazing dim sum, and creative cocktails. Huong's Dubai outpost is one of five, spanning London, Hong Kong, New York, and Miami. Our restaurant, bar, and glamorous

outdoor terrace are located in a discrete location in DIFC Dubai’s Gate Building 6.



Step into a world of sophistication at Hutong, where our
dedicated events team transforms your gatherings into

memorable experiences. Whether it's a group booking or a
special celebration, we craft bespoke food and drink menus

to delight everyone.

Our stunning venues offer something for every occasion.
Revel in the chic vibes of the Beijing Bar, available in both

indoor and outdoor settings, or unwind in our elegant
outdoor seating areas, perfect for dining and lounging.
Inside, choose from our main dining space, semi-private

sections, or exclusive private dining rooms for a more
intimate affair.

We also provide full venue hire and tailored experiences,
including networking events and standing canapé

receptions, ensuring every detail is customized to your
desires.

At Hutong, we elevate your events to new heights, creating
unforgettable moments for you and your guests.

Beyond the Ordinary



Main Dining Area
The restaurant showcases a unique interior design, drawing inspiration

from the rich heritage of the Silk Road, where Arabic and Chinese
influences seamlessly blend.

Our indoor main dining area offers a non-smoking setting that captures
the essence of the Qing Dynasty, infused with Arabic elements. The

centerpiece of our restaurant is the Wishing Tree, serving as a captivating
focal point for our guests.

CAPACITIES

Sit-Down
 Up to 60 GUESTS

Standing
 Up to 90 GUESTS



Bar Lounge Indoor
Our indoor bar lounge, located on the left side of the ground floor
after passing by the main dining area, infuses a vibrant Hutong-

inspired ambiance. 

This dynamic setting harmonizes dinner tables and high bar stools
that frame the bar counter, offering flexibility for any serene event

setup. It is the smoking area of the indoor venue, providing a loungy
and bar vibe.

CAPACITIES

Sit-Down
 Up to 40 GUESTS

Standing
 Up to 60 GUESTS



Mezzanine Area

CAPACITIES

Sit-Down
 Up to 30 GUESTS

Standing
 Up to 35 GUESTS

Our mezzanine, located on the second floor, can be accessed via its
exclusive staircase and lifts. It serves as the semi-private area of the
restaurant, offering a panoramic view of our main dining area and

bar lounge, as well as the passage leading to the two Private Dining
Rooms.

The mezzanine features four dining tables, which can be transformed
into a standing reception arrangement with high tables for

networking or cocktail gatherings before the exclusive private dining
sit-down dinner.



Outdoor GardenTerrace
Our outdoor seating is separated into two distinct areas: one
designed for non-smoking diners featuring proper dining tables, and
another area consisting of elevated smoking lounge tables
accompanied by its own outdoor bar.

The outdoor seating arrangement offers an exceptional dining
experience in the heart of DIFC, with breathtaking views of the
renowned Museum of the Future and the iconic Emirates Towers

CAPACITIES

Sit-Down
 Up to 50 GUESTS

Standing
 Up to 80 GUESTS

Dining Tables
Sit-Down
 Up to 35 GUESTS

Standing
 Up to 50 GUESTS

Lounge Tables

Sit-Down
 Up to 85 GUESTS

Standing
 Up to 130 GUESTS

-Whole Outdoor




